The Mountain Man and the Runaway

When trapper Levi Johnson finds a young
woman unconscious and injured near his
cabin on the side of a mountain, he takes
her home and nurses her back to health. He
thinks this is the woman he needs to keep
him company for the long, cold winter
ahead. But the no-nonsense mountain man
isnt prepared for the feisty and sassy young
lady who regains consciousness in his bed.
Josie Thomson was running from an
unwanted arranged marriage when she
finds herself in a cabin deep in the woods,
with a stern man who puts her over his
knee whenever she doesnt do exactly as
shes told to do exactly when shes told to do
it. Levi requires obedience from his
woman and this one is no exception. Shell
learn to mind him or wear out his firm
hand in the process. Publishers Note: The
Mountain Man and the Runaway is an
erotic romance novel that contains sexual
scenes and spankings, including domestic
discipline in a historical setting. If such
material offends you, please dont buy this
book.
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